
 
Dear Members of the Assembly, 
 
After a very busy and eventful year we have made it! Congratulations to each and every one of 
you on the progress you’ve made this year and your consistent ability to represent your 
constituents. I am so thankful to have gotten the opportunity to work alongside all of you this 
past year! As we all know, this semester has been a little hectic and thus I would like to report 
that the Finance Committee completed the vast majority of our year plan, however a few things 
that I am going to submit as additional information in the coming two weeks! Below you will find 
a summary of what we’ve completed as well as the few aspects one may wish to continue in the 
following term. ☺ 
 
Finance Committee: 
 
Progress on Year Plan: 
 

1. Maintain/Promote Financial Transparency → Complete (but should always be 
continued/improved) 
 

Throughout both the first and second semester the finance committee did an amazing job at 
implementing the two financial transparency weeks that the VP Finance (Alex) had outlined in 
her year plan. The first financial transparency week took place in September and we tabled in 
various location including Mills Plaza, MUSC Atrium, and right outside of Starbucks (At a clubs 
table), due to being rained out of other outdoor locations. I strongly believe that through our 
visibility on campus and trying to promote financial transparency and show students how their 
funds are being allocated, we accomplished what we set out to do. As for the January Financial 
Transparency fest, I believe that while still important to be transparent with students, at this 
point in the year, most student fees have already been paid, and we received a lot less 
engagement from students. With this being said we tabled in DBAC, and MUSC, neither of which 
students wanted to stop and chat about fees. In the future I think it may be interesting to try and 
be even more physically present in the first semester before tuition is due, and then in the second 
semester try and run a virtual/electronic based campaign with more digital graphics being shared 
for a week and end in a office hour/Q&A event. All in all, I believe the Finance committee did a 
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great job at upholding financial transparency within the MSU, but there is always more work that 
can be done! 
 

2. Review all 5 Non-MSU Groups that Receive Funding → Completed! 
 
Throughout the first semester (and partially the second), the Finance Committee evaluated all of 
the non-MSU, non-University groups that receive funding through ancillary fees paid by students. 
The committee made initial contact on our end to all of the groups in the last week of September 
in order to begin the process of reviewing. Through back and forth communication with most 
groups the finance committee was able to ask an array of questions to the groups, share these 
responses to the SRA, have the groups present to the SRA, and make formal recommendations 
(if deemed required) all before the end of the first semester. A further breakdown of this process 
including the exact questions and responses can be found no the MSU website. The Finance 
Committee this year found that three out of the four groups including, Engineers without 
Boarders, Incite and Solar Car required formal recommendations to be implemented, while one 
group – OPIRG – seemed to have more underlying concerns than the others. With this being said, 
after much back and forth between the SRA, OPIRG and the Finance Committee; The Finance 
Committee Recommended to the SRA that OPIRG be sent to referendum for failing to comply 
with Bylaw 5, to which the SRA voted in favour of. After a failed appeal by OPIRG on being sent 
to referendum, the OPIRG fee was sent to referendum in the March SRA General elections and 
students voted in favour of keeping the fee with 1584 votes YES, 1048 votes NO, and 238 votes 
ABSTAIN. With these results, it is clear that students wish to continue funding the OPIRG fee. The 
finance committee and I hope that OPIRG continue to address the concerns raised this year and 
implement more financial transparency and uphold better communication in the coming years. 
With all of this being said, I believe that I Finance Committee did an excellent job at thoroughly 
reviewing all 5 of the Non-Msu, Non-University groups in adherence with our bylaws.  
 
Please find the more general recommendations the finance committee put forth to Engineers 
Without Boarders, Incite and Solar Car: 
 
Engineers Without Boarders: 

a) Communication: The first recommendation is with regard to communication. This year 
the finance committee found it quite difficult to get in touch with EWB in order to receive 
their proposed budget. In the future, we believe the EWB group needs to prioritize 
communication not only internally amongst themselves, but also externally with the 
MSU/Finance Committee.  

b) Transition: The second recommendation is directed toward the groups transition from 
past executives to current/future executives. This is a more general recommendation that 
we are going to provide to all 5-Non MSU groups going forward. We recommend the 
group carries out a more extensive transition process including items such as; shadowing 
previous execs, and full transition reports including details of the group’s successes and 
areas for improvement as well as role expectations. This will help aid in the success of the 
group moving forward! 

Incite: 



a) Transparency of Surplus: The first recommendation we would like to put forward is in 
regard to the transparency of any surplus the group may still have from previous years. 
As discussed in the 2018-2019 academic year, Incite was in possession of about a $15,000 
surplus, and thus going forward we would like to see this indicated on the budget 
proposal, included in the previous year’s carryover.  

b) Transition: The second recommendation is directed toward the groups transition from 
past executives to current/future executives. This is a more general recommendation that 
we are going to provide to all 5-Non MSU groups going forward. We recommend the 
group carries out a more extensive transition process including items such as; shadowing 
previous execs, and full transition reports including details of the group’s successes and 
areas for improvement as well as role expectations. This will help aid in the success of the 
group moving forward! 

 

Solar Car: 

a) Seek a Faculty Advisor: The First recommendation that the Finance Committee would like 
to put forth is that in the coming year, McMaster Solar Car should follow in the footsteps 
of similar Engineering groups/clubs and seek out a faculty advisor. This advisor would be 
able to help aid in general oversight, organization and accountability of the group, while 
also providing hands on knowledge to the group.  

b) Consistency: The second recommendation is in regard to consistency. We recommend 
that Solar Car aim to be consistent in producing documents that outline car plans, car 
progress, successes, failures etc. that can be used as reference documents for future 
group members and will help demonstrate more accountability. In addition, the group 
should strive to fully design, build and race a car every 3 years in order to match the 
timelines of similar teams.  

c) Transition: The third recommendation is directed toward the groups transition from past 
executives to current/future executives. This is a more general recommendation that we 
are going to provide to all 5-Non MSU groups going forward. We recommend the group 
carries out a more extensive transition process including items such as; shadowing 
previous execs, and full transition reports including details of the group’s successes and 
areas for improvement as well as role expectations. This will help aid in the success of the 
group moving forward! 

d) Team Development: Similarly, to our third recommendation, our fourth presents a focus 
on developing a long-term plan to integrate more, younger students. The reason for this 
recommendation is to hopefully improve the transitioning process from year to year, as 
integrating younger students every year, that will be returning to the team the following 
year, will allow for a smoother transition and eliminate any lack of knowledge about the 
previous years progress.  

e) Sponsorships: The final recommendation from the finance committee is that Solar Car 
strive to gain more sponsors in order to help fund their group. This recommendation was 
raised through the knowledge that other comparable groups do gain a significant amount 
of funding through sponsorship and the finance committee sees this as beneficial for Solar 
Car as well. We recommend the group reaches out to the McMaster Engineering Society 
to help create a sponsorship package and actively find external sponsors. 



 
 

3. Increase Student Engagement with SLEF → Completed! 
 

Our goal as outlined on our year plan for SLEF this year was to increase student engagement with 
both idea submissions and voter turnout. The finance committee did a significant amount of 
tabling for both the idea submission phase in the fall as well as voting on the top idea phase in 
the winter. We tabled at an array of locations such as Mills Library, Thode, MUSC by Starbucks, 
and MUSC by UM. The best engagement we received was always at Thode Library as students 
there are usually going to be there for a while and are not in as much of a rush and thus are 
whiling to stop and engage with us for a couple of minutes. Additionally, we found that through 
both our in-person promotions and our online engagement we were able to reach a broader 
audience. This year we received over 70 idea submissions and were able to increase voter turnout 
by just over 13% which is a steady increase from last year. The top ideas we put forth for the next 
stage of approvals and will hopefully be implemented next year.  
 

4. Collect Data & Create Brief Report in regard to Student Choice Initiative – Opt Out → 
Wrapping Up 

 

This is an objective the finance committee started in the winter semester, that unfortunately became 

a back seat priority for a while due to the extended amount of time spent on Objective 2 (Non-

MSU groups review) into the Winter Semester. The committees goal was essentially to reach out 

to all of the major universities in Ontario to gain insight on how they were affected by the student 

choice initiative, opt out numbers, services that were affected, campaign strategies that were 

implemented and future direction etc. With this being said, I hope to send out the brief report that 

we were able to compile by the end of next week (March 27th) just as a piece of information for 

future members of the BOD and SRA to use however they wish.  

 

5. Student Feedback Survey → Not Completed by Finance Committee 
 

This was an initial objective that the Finance Committee thought would be beneficial in producing 

a SCI Report but unfortunately due to unforeseen prolonged time spent on Objective 2 as well as 

the concerns and limitations put in place with the COVID-19 outbreak, we were not able to execute 

this objective. However, the VP Finance, Alex Johnston, was able to run a general MSU Student 

Feedback survey which provided insight into Students engagement and knowledge of our various 

services offered on campus. I believe that this survey (in addition to the general Organizational 

Review that is wrapping up), will immensely help direct the future direction of the organization 

and provide recommendations as to how we should continue forward. 

 

Other Objectives on my AVP Finance Year Plan: 

 
1. Expand the Clubs External Discount Card → Completed! (Can always be expanded) 

 
This year plan item was more specifically something I was taking upon myself to complete in the 
position of AVP Finance. Over the summer one of my main objectives centered around expanding 



our partnerships with local businesses in the Hamilton area to provide our 350+ clubs access to 
special perks and discounts to help alleviate some costs associated with hosting events etc. I am 
happy to announce that I was able to add on some very valuable partners this year including; 
Boston Pizza, Fortinos, Onezo Tapioca, and Paisley’s! Our community partners are so important 
to the success of our clubs on campus as they make having events and purchasing supplies more 
financially accessible and in return, we are happy to provide these partners with our consistent 
business. In the future I hope that the future AVP Finance will continue to expand this card and 
the partners we have within the broader Hamilton Community.  
 

 

2. Maintain Effective Communication with the Sponsorships and Donation Committee + 
Increase Engagement with the Fund 

 

At the end of this year (as of now) we still have $1020 left out of our $7500 Sponsorship and 

Donations fund. The main reason we still have so much left is because of the nature of the COVID-

19 Virus, several of the groups we planned to sponsor were no longer able to run their events and 

thus we were unable to provide funding. With this being said, I do not believe that this accurately 

represents the sheer number of applications we received this year! Throughout the year we received 

about 50 applications which while lower than the previous year, is still a respectable number and 

I believe if we were to have gone full term we may have received more! The committee was 

diligent in reviewing these requests, providing many donations for various students to attend 

conferences or start-up initiatives, as well as sponsoring various groups and events. I still believe 

this fund could be advertised even more going forward as it helps make attending conferences 

more financially accessible for a lot of students. We were very fortunate this year that we also had 

Connor MacLean (Communications Officer), make us a simple, eye catching graphic to post both 

on the website as well as our individual socials! All in all, I am very pleased with how the 

committee did this year. ☺  

 

3. Clubs Finance Training → Completed 
 

In the first semester, alongside Alex (VP Finance), I spoke at the clubs training that is mandatory 

for all clubs to attend to explain how reimbursements work, how to set up an effective budget and 

a little bit about how to approach potential sponsors. I feel that this was very successful and the 

entire lecture room in HSL was packed to the brim. Additionally, I felt that the Q&A period 

allowed students to clarify any questions they may have and this way every other group also gained 

that information!  

 

4. SRA Special Projects Fund → Completed! 
 

I managed and allocated funds for the SRA Special Projects Fund. Over the year we received 11 

applications with a total of $1356 being allocated and $644 left over. To speak to this, I would like 

to mention that there were also plans to host a SRA Nursing event that $350 was going to be 

allocated towards, until the unfortunate news of COVID-19 cancelled all events. With this into 

account we were projecting to end with just under $300 left.  

 

Role Challenges: 



I believe the biggest challenge this year was with regard to time. While having set high goals and 

expectations for both myself and the Finance committee, I found with things being prolonged or 

extended it started to eat away at the precious little time we had together as a committee. The first 

instance was definitely not taking into account how long the Non-MSU, Non-University group 

reviews were going to take. I expected these to be wrapped up and finalized before the winter 

break, but instead these continued forward all the way into February. With this being pushed back, 

unfortunately our SCI review was also delayed and thus we were stuck in a position trying to gain 

as much information about others schools campaigns ourselves, while waiting to hear back via 

email from various VP Finances (or equivalents). Then as we started to feel like we were on track 

to finishing our reports in time for the end of the semester, the COVID-19 Virus pandemic 

unfortunately shortened our semester together, thus placing another strain on our committee. With 

all of this being said, I think the best thing to do when faced with the various challenges in this 

role is to take everything day by day. It is very difficult to plan ahead for these sorts of challenges 

and thus I honestly believe you can only try your best and be as resilient as possible in continuing 

forward! 

 

Closing Remarks: 

This year has definitely been one I will never forget. Being in the position of AVP Finance I have 

had the opportunity to grow from my previous position as an SRA Social Science Caucus member 

who sat on the Finance Committee, to being the individual that chairs the committee. I am so 

fortunate for all of the people I have had the opportunity to meet and work with this year! I would 

especially like to thank all of the SRA & MSU members that sat on both the Finance Committee 

and the Sponsorship and Donations Committee, you all have been such a tremendous help this past 

year and I look forward to seeing everything that you all accomplish in the future! Finally, I would 

like to give an enormous thanks to Alex for all of her constant support throughout this past year. 

Thank you for always providing me with a listening ear and being one of my main supports 

throughout this role! You are truly an amazing person, mentor and most importantly friend that I 

look forward to seeing accomplish even bigger and better things in the future! ☺ As for the SRA, 

thank you to each and every one of you! Whether you were on this wild journey from the start or 

ran for the position halfway through the year, you ALL should be so proud of yourselves for the 

amazing things you accomplished in your roles this year. I wish you all the best in your future 

endeavors and please do not hesitate to stay in touch! ☺  

 

As always, please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions of concerns! 

 

All the best ☺  

Jess 

 

Jess Anderson 

Associate Vice-President Finance 

avpfinance@msu.mcmaster.ca 

 


